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CREATING TOP OF THE 
LINE AGRICULTURAL 
SOFTWARE 

Nestrom is an AgTech company with deep roots in 
cutting-edge software and hardware development. 
We empower the agricultural enterprise and its 
value chain needs with specialized and customized 
products and solutions.

Workforce  
Coverage
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THE LEADING TOOL FOR MANAGING  
YOUR WORKFORCE 
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Remote Team
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Understanding farm workers efficiency is 
as critical as it is a major pain for farming, 
landscaping & forestry businesses. Our 
solution allows the ability to track and 
understand open field and greenhouses 
workers’ movement, type of activity, 
productivity and time spent in working 
areas as well as their overall coverage by 
utilizing low cost technology (like GPS 
Trackers and/or Barcoding). With this 
information, business owners can 
optimize their field operations for best 
results. Our software adheres to relevant 
global standards like GlobalGAP-GRASP 
through its feature set.
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MANAGING 
YOUR TEAM 
ON OPEN 
FIELDS HAS 
NEVER BEEN 
EASIER 
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FARM WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT  

FEATURES
Monitor & Track 
Reduce time and effort on manual tracking of farm workers. All Done through a single 
barcode scan and simple GPS Trackers. 

Time Recording and Attendance. Generated timesheets for daily work-start, work-end, total 
time spent per worker or group of workers, overtime per worker, breaks/festive as well as total 
working hours per a time frame (e.g. week, month, season,..etc).


Know your Team. Create profiles for your employees and workers with relevant documentation 
and data, calculate and identify high and low performing/productive workers, and estimate total 
resource utilization. 


Understand Team Coverage. Live and historical geographical data about coverage of land by 
workers individually and aggregated, presented as heatmaps and paths, signaling uncovered 
areas or ineffective/irregular activity.


All the Way to the Field. Define and draw your blocks and locations directly on the map, 
monitor total cost per block, total time spent per work blocks, average Man Hour per block, and 
number of active workers within a specific time frame.

Manage 
Reduce operational cost through effective operational management 

Operate your Team Remotely. Organize and assign daily and weekly tasks to site managers, 
supervisors and workers.  

Compensate and Budget. Automatic calculation of cost per field, compensation per worker, 
flexible configurations of different payment methods (e.g. per hour or per basket).


Generate Reports. Generate in-depth reporting based on your needs (e.g. daily, weekly, 

seasonal..etc), or generate worker profile including their relevant data.


Act & Enhance 
Increase profit margins through better utilization of land and more produce per area 

Analyze Data. Understand your data and farm dynamics through our dashboard to 

detect undesired behavior and ineffective working practices.


Incentivize Workers. Create incentives and rewards based on workers performance.


Optimize Operations. Optimize the dispatching and distribution of workers across 

different fields and sites.


Reduce Cost. Control your cost and enhance your total productivity per field and/or 

operations, as well as your total generated value.
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FARM WORKFORCE MANAGEMENT  

BENEFITS
Out-of-the-box Deployment. Our self-service approach utilizes Nestrom’s cloud 
infrastructure, all information and data are stored, managed and secured by our 
technology team, no server setup is required from your IT team.


High Accuracy. Since ManPower uses android devices, the GPS chips are of high 
accuracy, which powers geofencing and other precision features effectively.


Remote Control. Manage and communicate with your teams remotely from your HQ to 
their mobiles, and visualise their progress.


Real-time Mode. Mobiles with Data SIM cards can be tracked with data points sent to the 
business owners every 5 minutes to track workers on the spot. 


No Maintenance. We handle all server and device maintenance operations and updates, 
simply plug and play.


Offline Mode. If device doesn't have a SIM card or internet connectivity, all data is stored 
on the device and once it is near an active internet connection all data is uploaded.


Easy to Use. We understand that not everyone is tech savvy, hence we have made the 
application so simple that no-to-minimal interaction is required.


Enterprise Integration. We integrate with your HR and financial system, through 
exporting standardized excel sheets or through customized direct data exchange.


Accessible Records. All records of your workforce and their activity are stored securely 
and accessible from any device and any location of your organization, ready for your 
audits and compliance.


Flexible Configurations. Adaptation to local regulations (e.g. minimum wage, overtime, 
maximum working hours,..etc) and the company processes.
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